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The government and Arts Council England’s exclusive and 
short-term emergency arts funding schemes for freelancers 
failed to address visual artists’ livelihood needs and allowed
the majority to fall through the cracks. 

Evidence from a new qualitative, longitudinal study that 
surprisingly demonstrates how the lives and artistic prospects 
of many artists positively improved in pandemic conditions 
offers clues to the infrastructural shifts needed to honour and 
sustain the talents and vibrancy of the diverse artists’ constituency 
in the future.



Prologue

Resolving artists’ poor economic and social status has bedevilled arts policymaking in 
England for decades (Jones, 2019). Despite strategic national schemes such as Exhibition 
Payment Right running 1979-99 and Year of the Artist in 2000 intended to effect substantial 
and lasting change, artists’ incomes have remained uncomfortably lower than average 
national salaries (Brighton et al, 1985; Shaw and Allen, 1996; Kretschmer, Singh, Bently 
and Cooper, 2011; TBR, 2018). 
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Artists’ principal economic challenge is poor financial return from art practices. Even when 
well into high visibility careers, artists who are externally judged to be ‘successful’ can 
remain dependent on a succession of insecure part-time teaching contracts with eroding 
terms and conditions (Burrows, 2022). Root causes of artists’ economic precarity are a 
combination of exceptional levels of unpaid speculative working necessary (Jones, 2019), 
the ongoing expense of maintaining art practices (TBR, 2018) and the unique vulnerability 
of freelance and portfolio working patterns (Wallis and Raalte, 2020). 

This persistent financial hardship undermines artists’ self-esteem and sense of artistic 
continuity (Dutton, 2021a). Livelihood prospects are constrained by the protectionist, 
mysterious ways of contemporary visual arts infrastructures which restrict who gets to be 
an artist in the first place as well as their ability to get ahead on merit. By treating artists 
predominantly as outsourced providers of cheap, just-in-time services, arts norms have 
the effect of undermining artists’ emotional strength and social position, affecting their 
ability to pursue and make a living from art practices over a life cycle. Structural 
over-dependency on intermediaries and gatekeepers and the preference for selecting 
artists on recommendation rather than though open calls make for vicarious careers.

ARTISTS’ PAY
In the pre-pandemic period, artists’ average annual income was £16,150 or 58% of 
average annual salaries, with art practices bringing in just £6,020, and just 7% of artists 
earning more than £20,000 (TBR, 2018). In terms of rewards for artists’ freelance work, 
the recommended artists’ day rate was £262 (a-n, 2019) and a four-month socially 
engaged commission with the National Trust supported by Arts Council England (ACE) 
was £9,000 with additional travel and production budgets.

“There are curators who get to recommend artists for the ‘closed’ bursaries and 
commissions, you know, that only artists who are invited can apply for. Obviously, 
they don’t want hundreds and hundreds of applications to look at, but I do worry 
that it makes everything about their taste in artists.”
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There’s a tendency for commissioners and curators to control artists’ futures by 
discouraging them from ‘showing too early’ and from presenting and selling work in the 
‘wrong’ kinds of places such as from studios and at self-organised fairs. Artists are 
expected to ‘edit’ their behaviours and CVs to conform to these sensibilities, and to act as 
passive creatures willing to wait unspecified periods of time for gatekeeper
acknowledgement (Morgan and Nelligan, 2015). It’s certainly ‘not cool’ for artists to be 
‘difficult’ (McRobbie, 2002) or assertive about money. 

“[I suggested] we could we have some sort of workshop in between 
performances but quickly realised that I’m offering more free work here, but… 
I’d already said it and they...were like, “Yeah,” but then no money was 
suggested...”

PANDEMIC DATA ANALYSIS 
According to quantitative data, visual artists suffered the worst economically amongst all 
arts freelancers in the pandemic period. Three quarters were ineligible for the 
government’s self-employed SEISS funding (Dutton, 2021a) whereas only a third of 
musicians were in this position. Median income loss was 60-80% (Dutton, 2021a), with 
70% of visual arts workers experiencing an income drop, 28% losing £5,000-£10,000 
and a further third losing over £10,000 (CVAN/Earthen Lamp, 2022). An ACE survey in 
June 2020 concluded that nearly half of individual artists wouldn’t be able to survive in 
the long term without ‘major interventions’.

The arts sector relies predominantly on quantitative data to scope policy development and 
measure social impacts but it’s a blunt instrument if the intention is to truly understand the 
causes of freelancers’ precarities and deliver structural interventions on equity and 
inclusivity grounds. The intention of an independent qualitative study conducted February-
December 2021 is to put some flesh on these statistical bones. It provides alternative 
insights into pandemic impacts by capturing the social realities of thirteen artists from two 
areas in England and illuminating their approaches to sustaining art practices and 
livelihoods at a time of great social and economic upheaval. Use of in-depth, one-to-one 
interviews as research method enables these individuals to ‘make their own meanings and 
characterise their experiences in their own terms’ (Gill, 2007). The commonality amongst 
artists studied is that they each hold ‘professional-level expertise’ through making 
consistent, developmental and effortful progression over time within art practices (Bennett, 
2013) including achievement of a ‘recognisable’ style (Smith, 2010).
 
This study benefits from a longitudinal dimension that is lacking as far as development and 
evaluation of cultural policy is concerned (Holden, 2004). Longitudinal study is vital to 
scoping interventions that directly support practices and improve people’s lives. By 
illuminating artists’ contrasting pandemic experiences, the research contributes both to 
understanding causes and consequences of failure amongst creative individuals (Hanage 
et al, 2016) and to identifying features in an inclusive arts ecology that captures artists’ 
multiple benefits to society and is supportive of their sustainability over a life cycle. 

Research Method
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Part 1 
“Covid is one of the best things that’s ever happened to me” 
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For most artists interviewed, the degree of artistic replenishment achieved during 2020-21 
was unprecedented. Artists talked about pandemic circumstances as a unique opportunity 
to ‘hunker down’, buy materials and engross themselves in making work without the worry 
of showing and selling. In this period of ‘quiet time’ and reflection artists were able to ‘take 
the foot off the accelerator’. They rekindled art practices by incubating and ‘played around 
with ideas’, they felt ‘refilled’ by ‘seeing things through new lenses’. Artists not only gained 
new skills and amplified tacit knowledge through self-directed professional development 
and training – in one case ‘the best they’d ever done’ – but built artistic agency through 
heightened self-esteem and confidence. Liberated from having to ‘justify every little thing’ to 
art world systems and gatekeepers, artists drew on their inner strength and convictions to 
pursue their long-standing artistic and social preoccupations.

Artists’ vigorous application to the process of making work was matched by their greater 
willingness to ‘share it more openly on social media’. Use of virtual platforms for 
communications, delivering art activities to others and selling work was not only supportive 
of artists’ personal well-being and family circumstances but also provided vital access 
support to artists with visible and invisible disabilities including clinical vulnerability and 
chronic conditions including those shielding (Jones and Roy, 2020). More prosaically, 
artists’ health improved from doing more walking, swimming, running and gardening and 
spending less time travelling and schmoozing. Precious extra time with family was a ‘gift’ 
which when combined with locating art practices within more defined communities of 
interest, enabled artists to ‘slow down’ … and hear things you couldn’t before’. Pandemic 
circumstances that released artists from constraints of traditional environments proved an 
impetus for progressing art practices and relationships in new directions. Artists seized the 
luxury of unexpected time and space to seek out settings and collaborations more closely 
attuned to their social values. By positioning their lives and practices within wider social, 
cultural and environmental concerns including special educational needs and climate 
change, artists became more active in discourses beyond the narrowness of art world.

Time and money for R&D was a key factor in artistic replenishment. Artists recounted the 
pandemic period not only as when they had ‘evolved a style’, ‘built a reputation’ and moved 
their arts practices ‘up a whole notch’ but also the pivot for devising strategies to hold onto 
the more personalised development space they had forged in the period beyond. They 
derived artistic satisfaction and well-being from refreshing their communities of interest and 
social perspectives. One artist experienced a major artistic ‘breakthrough’ in these unusual 
conditions which ‘pushed’ them to collaborate with an organisation with whom they’d never 
before considered working. Although the initially perceived as a major stumbling block, 
artists who had ‘pushed and fought’ their way around pandemic conditions were ‘proud’ and 
felt stronger as a result.

In contrast to the quantitative evidence described earlier on, in many cases pandemic 
conditions had the effect of reducing artists’ economic precarity. Cost-of-living and 
overhead savings from little or no travelling for work, eating out and less professional 
networking meant that many artists didn’t ‘struggle for money’. For gallery-focused artists, 
sales income was two and sometimes three times higher than a normal year, with the 
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added benefit no gallery sales commission deducted. Instagram proved an artists’ 
livelihoods star by enabling artists to show and sell their work in its best light and promote 
and validate live performance and digital practices. Matthew Burrows’ Artists’ Support 
Pledge (ASP) invaluably ‘legitimised’ selling direct from artists’ own studios, although the 
£200 maximum price was too low for some artists who used social media platform apps and 
promotional tools to reach and sell direct to domestic collectors.
 
For some artists with a consistent self-employment pattern the combination of pandemic 
financial support measures including small business support grants, the self-employed 
income support scheme (SEISS) and ACE emergency funding increased annual income by 
as much as 30%. Of all emergency measures, the government’s £10,000 small business 
support grants were the most valuable to artists in individual and collective studios. 
Distributed through local authorities, these grants effectively provided artists with an 
unprecedented level of ‘no strings’ R&D for artistic replenishment. For one artist, this 
non-competitive, non means tested grant put them ‘in a position I've never been in before. 
I could decide on work I wanted to make, but also make it with no restrictions …. the 
security that came from it put things in a different perspective.’  

2

Part 2 
“I’m falling through the cracks”

Pandemic conditions were economically debilitating and emotionally exhausting for a 
smaller section of the interview cohort, highlighting overall lack of awareness of amongst 
funders, employers and advocates of the nuance of freelance conditions and of ‘honest 
conversations in the arts about money and how people make a living’. A typical income 
pattern for an artist is 33% from sales, 29% teaching, 16% cultural freelancing, 13% 
non-arts work, 5% grants and 4% from cultural employment (Acme, 2020). Artists’ incomes 
comprise self-employed aspects including fees for one-off commissions and exhibitions, 
employment through teaching and gallery education, casual and zero-hour contracts for 
community and participatory arts residencies and elements of non-art related work. 
However, the underlying assumption for SEISS and ACE’s emergency funds that visual 
artist claimants could earn 50% from self-employment failed to acknowledge this complexity. 
Others excluded from accessing SEISS payments included artists with breaks in 
self-employment for maternity leave and post-graduate study and others constituted as 
limited company directors whose income combines PAYE and annual dividends on profits. 
Although eligible, some artists were advised not to claim SEISS payments as these wouldn’t 
‘look good’ on mortgage applications. 

The contemporary visual arts environment implicitly discourages artists from negotiating 
conditions compatible with their particular social and economic circumstances. It’s ‘almost 
taken for granted’ in the pay and fees offered for artistic opportunity that artists have ‘some 
kind of underlying support’, such as from a partner or family. Organisations which already 
‘know what they want’ and who treat artists like a ‘commodity’, ‘brought in’ to ‘fulfil a task’ 
once the staff ‘have done all the creative thinking’ offer artists neither artistic replenishment 
and opportunity to use their creative thinking nor economic security over a life cycle.  
Pandemic examples of the structural incompatibility between institutions’ expectation of 
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Finding Freedom 

freelancers and the reality of their lives include a commissioner who resolved a pandemic 
‘budget shortage’ by a 25% cut to the artist’s fee, and a university offering an experienced 
artist-lecturer less for a fixed-term contract than they’d been paid fourteen years ago.
The nature of creative practices makes them highly attractive to neurodivergent (ND) 
individuals, hence higher levels of ADHD, bipolarity and autism amongst creative 
practitioners than in the wider population (Jowlett, 2021). Although they gain exceptional 
artistic stimulus from the ‘creative bit and the fun bit’, artists struggle to manage the high 
levels of emotional stress and ‘the mania which can go either way, and the … ‘darker bit, 
the dips and self-destructive bits’. Pandemic conditions that affected artists’ ‘general mood 
and mental health’ made such symptoms ‘increasingly more obvious’. It was ‘exhausting’ 
trying to navigate the mysterious, tightly defined contemporary visual arts environment. 
They were ‘sick of the competition [levels]’ and of always ‘having to justify who I am and 
what I do’. Artists remained committed to making ‘ambitious’ work without ‘having a 
breakdown’ but suffered from lack of nuanced, personalised support, for example to deal 
with application ‘paperwork’ that was ‘just too complicated’ and ‘not geared towards 
individual artists’. 

Initial analysis of data from this new study concludes that the social and economic shock of 
a worldwide pandemic was surprisingly ‘good’ for those artists who had already achieved 
consistent and developmental practices. The extraordinary conditions that provided a 
period of self-determined intense artistic experimentation and productivity had the effect of 
strengthening artists’ capacity to make ‘effortful progression’ within art practices. Close-down 
of the hyper-competitive contemporary visual arts infrastructure gave them unprecedented 
freedom to focus down on art practices and as a result, to improve their social and economic 
position over the longer-term. The unexpected luxury of time and ‘no strings’ financial 
resources enabled artists to realign and centre their practices and to ‘creat[e] meaningful 
work that parallels all that is important in your life’ (Summerton, 1996). These novel, fecund 
circumstances were impetus for artists to test out new, productive relationships with 
like-minded people locally and virtually and scope future avenues for mutuality and social 
interaction. Fuelling their intrinsic drive to pursue art practices for their own sake, pandemic 
conditions contributed to artists’ resilience through creating both human and economic 
reserves.

They gained unique opportunity to ‘practice being human together’, this as antidote to 
cultural norms that ‘push’ individuals, commissioners and funders to think of people only as 
‘markets, customers, providers or material’ (Robinson, 2021). 

Artists’ continuous practices extend far beyond the immediate, recognisable and measurable 
outcomes made visible and quantified through public institutions and spaces. These 
encompass processes and actions in ‘whole cycles …. that go from feeling about where 
they're going to go next, to trying things out [until] something emerges’ (Tan, 2021). The 
massive social and economic shock of the pandemic proved to be an unlikely supporter of 
that cycle. The combination of intrinsically held beliefs and social values and the processes 
of artistic ‘refilling’ made the intense emotions and anxieties inherent in social upheaval 
manageable and formed into a ‘human reserve’ for artists akin to the financial reserves that 
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cushion arts institutions against times of stress. This human reserve for artists is formed from 
the particularities of their practices (Virani and Orrù, 2021), arises from their persistence in 
the ‘creativity of undergoing’ (Smith, 2010, Ingold, 2014), an ’innate self-reflexivity and 
adaptability’ (Bradshaw, 2019) and the autonomy to ‘take chances’ (Dutton, 2021b). Artists’ 
pursuit of livelihoods through art practices over time is dependent on their ability to realise 
their assets including their tangible and intangible reserves combined with holding the 
agency to exercise and capitalise on their rights. 

Achieving universal resilience stretches beyond the pursuit and implementation of 
self-protectionist measures within higher arts echelons. The pandemic’s unexpected positive 
impacts on artists’ practices and livelihoods offers clues towards how to better understand 
and acknowledge artists’ social value through adoption of regenerative practices and 
infrastructural solutions that are supportive of individual resilience over a life cycle. By 
highlighting artists’ socially and environmentally aware localised processes and practices 
premised on shared values, this study evidences a healthy shift at the arts grassroots to 
regenerative practices. By fostering a ‘human culture that is healthy, resilient and adaptable, 
cares for the planet and cares for life in awareness’ it is these new practices that offer the 
equity and inclusion the visual arts aspires to and ‘the most effective way to create a thriving 
future’ (Wahl, 2016).
 
© Susan Jones 2022
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Biography 

Susan Jones is an independent arts researcher working across creative industries and 
academia. As Director of a-n The Artists Information Company until 2014 she led realisation 
by artists of UK-wide initiatives such as Networking Artists’ Networks (NAN) and the Paying 
artists campaign. Her 2019 doctorate at Manchester Metropolitan University examined the 
interrelationship between arts policy and artists’ livelihoods. Writing has been published by 
Art Review, Arts Professional, Corridor 8, Double Negative, The Guardian, Sluice, 
TransArtists and a-n The Artists Information Company. Presentations include ‘Finding 
freedom: artists’ livelihoods in 2021, CAMP; Confronting disturbance: artists’ livelihoods in a 
Covid world’, The Coast Is Queer, Blackpool; ‘Getting ahead: strategies for artists’ livelihoods’, 
CVAN Equity Policy Group; ‘Could do better: the exceptional impact of COVID-19 emergency 
measures on visual artists with chronic conditions’ (with Vishalakshi Roy), Another Artworld: 
Manifestations and Conditions of Equity in Visual Arts, Belgrade; ‘Artists’ livelihoods: 
prospects and barriers’, Loughborough University MA Creative Industries and ‘What’s best 
for artists’ livelihoods?’ University of Huddersfield/Temporary Contemporary.

www.padwickjonesarts.co.uk 

Credits 

This research study would not have been possible without the artists whose active 
engagement and continued enthusiasm to take part in interviews since 2017 is appreciated 
and valued highly. Thanks also to CAMP (www.camp-membership.org) for commissioning 
some additional interviews; a virtual presentation with interactive elements; and this 
published text. 

Notes 

1 Qualitative data in this study is from sequential interviews during 2017 with 10 artists for 
my doctoral study – see Jones, S (2019) - augmented by new interviews in 2021 with eight 
of the original contributors and an additional three from the CAMP membership.

2 Eligibility for the government’s Small business support grant for artists with studios 
depended on studio tenancy arrangements. In the case of London-based Acme studios, only 
11% of artists got this grant, see Dutton, V (2021a) Studio Practice Fund Part One: Analysis. 
London: Acme p7. 
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